This paper presents three non-linear observers on three examples of engineering interest: a chemical reactor, a non-holonomic car, and an inertial navigation system. For each example, the design is based on physical symmetries. This motivates the theoretical development of invariant observers, i.e, symmetry-preserving observers. We consider an observer to consist in a copy of the system equation and a correction term, and we give a constructive method (based on the Cartan moving-frame method) to find all the symmetry-preserving correction terms. They rely on an invariant frame (a classical notion) and on an invariant output-error, a less standard notion precisely defined here. For each example, the convergence analysis relies also on symmetries consideration with a key use of invariant state-errors. For the non-holonomic car and the inertial navigation system, the invariant state-errors are shown to obey an autonomous differential equation independent of the system trajectory. This allows us to prove convergence, with almost global stability for the non-holonomic car and with semi-global stability for the inertial navigation system. Simulations including noise and bias show the practical interest of such invariant asymptotic observers for the inertial navigation system.
Introduction
Symmetries have been used in control theory for feedback design and optimal control, see for instance [9, 10, 17, 18, 14, 19] but much less for observer design [3, 2, 13, 12, 11] . In this paper we use symmetries for observer design and we develop a theory of invariant observers. This theory is motivated by three non-linear examples of engineering interest: an exothermic chemical reactor, a non-holonomic car, and a velocity-aided inertial navigation system. In each case the symmetries have an obvious physical interpretation. For the first example, we design a non-linear globally convergent observer (theorem 3). For the second we propose a non-linear observer which is globally convergent for any initial condition except one (theorem 4). For the third, the observer is locally convergent around any system trajectory. Moreover the global behavior is independent of the system trajectory (theorem 5). This theory may be applied to many other systems such as those treated in [8, 12, 11] where the invariance relative to the choice of the reference 3D-frame is exploited in observer design and convergence analysis.
The theoretical contribution of the paper is the following: for the smooth system with state x, input u and output y, invariance versus a Lie group G is defined when G admits an action separately defined on the state-space, the input-space and output space. Invariance means that the dynamics d dt x = f (x, u) and the output map y = h(x) remain unchanged by a change of state, input, and output coordinates corresponding to the action of G. We define invariance for an asymptotic Luenberger nonlinear observer under the action G similarly, where we copy the group action on the estimated space and the estimated output. When the group dimension does not exceed the state dimension we propose (theorem 1) a constructive and invariant design of the observer. This construction is based on an invariant frame and an invariant output-error. Such invariant output-errors (definition 8) are introduced here for the first time and can be computed via Cartan's moving frame method (theorem 2). Concerning convergence issues, we introduce also the invariant state-errors. The three examples show that these state-errors play a key role in the convergence analysis. We show how to transform a locally convergent asymptotic observer around an equilibrium point into an invariant one with the same first order approximation. Moreover we introduce the notion of permanent trajectory that extends for invariant systems the notion of steady-state. Around such permanent trajectories, invariant state-errors dynamics is also, up to second order terms, linear and time-invariant. When the group dimension coincides exactly with the state dimension, i.e., when one can identify the group with the state-space and its action with left multiplication, we detail the formulas of the invariant pre-observer, output-errors, state-errors and first-order approximation. In particular, for permanent trajectory, the invariant state error obeys an autonomous differential (nonlinear) equation.
The content of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we define invariant systems and invariant pre-observer. The general form of an invariant pre-observer is given in theorem 1: it relies on invariant output errors and invariant vector fields. Their explicit construction relies on the moving frame method [16] , which is summarized in subsection 2.2. Around an equilibrium, we show it is always possible to build an invariant observer whose linear tangent approximation is any linear asymptotic observer of the Luenberger type. To study the convergence, we define an invariant state error. It is a way of defining the error equation so that it preserves the symmetries, while the usualx − x does not in general. It obeys a differential system where only the invariant part of the system trajectory appears (lemma 1). This property reduces the dimension of the convergence problem and appears to play a crucial role in the examples. We finally introduce the notion of permanent trajectory. It extends the notion of equilibrium point to a certain class of trajectories wider than equilibria. Indeed to design an invariant observer around a permanent trajectory amounts to design a Luenberger observer around an equilibrium.
In section 3, we consider the special case when the dimension of G equals the state-dimension. Thus we identify here G with the state-space and the action of G on it-self is just left multiplication. Then the computation of invariant pre-observers, output-errors and state-errors are easier and previous results can be refined. In particular, the invariant state-errors dynamics obey an autonomous system when the trajectory of the system is permanent. In section 4, we study in detail three physical examples.
Preliminary results presented in this paper can be found in [2, 1, 7, 6, 5] .
2 Invariant systems, observers and errors
Invariant systems and compatible outputs Definition 1. Let G be a Lie Group with identity e and Σ an open set (or more generally a manifold).
A transformation group (φ g ) g∈G on Σ is a smooth map (g, ξ) ∈ G × Σ → φ g (ξ) ∈ Σ such that:
• φ e (ξ) = ξ for all ξ
• φ g 2 φ g 1 (ξ) = φ g 2 g 1 (ξ) for all g 1 , g 2 , ξ.
Notice φ g is by construction a diffeomorphism on Σ for all g. The transformation group is local if φ g (ξ) is defined only when g lies sufficiently near e. In this case the transformation law φ g 2 φ g 1 (ξ) = φ g 2 g 1 (ξ) is imposed only when it makes sense. All the results of the paper being local, since based on constant rank assumptions, we consider in this section only local transformation groups acting on open sets. When we say "for all g" we thus mean "for all g sufficiently near the identity e of G"; in the same way "for all ξ" usually means "for all generic ξ in Σ". We systematically use these stylistic shortcuts in order to improve readability.
Consider now the smooth system
where
We assume the signals u(t), y(t) known (y is measured, and u is measured or known -control input, measured perturbation, constant parameter).
Consider also the local group of transformations on X × U defined by
where ϕ g and ψ g are local diffeomorphisms. Notice ϕ g acts on X and ψ g acts on U. u can also denote the time t but in this case ψ g is the identity function. The two following definitions are inspired from [14] .
The moving frame method, invariant vector fields, base and fiber coordinates
Moving frame method
We follow the presentation of [16, theorem 8 .25]) summarized below. Take a r-dimensional transformation group (φ g ) g∈G acting on Σ ⊂ R s such that r ≤ s. We systematically suppose from now on that ∂ g φ g has full rank r := dim G at the point (e, ξ 0 ) ∈ G × Σ. We can then split
) with respectively r and s − r components so that φ a g is invertible with respect to g around (e, ξ 0 ). The normalization equations are obtained by setting
with c a constant in the range of φ a . The implicit function theorem ensures the existence of the local solution g = γ(ξ) (the map γ : Σ → G is known as the moving frame). One can also say {φ a e (ξ) = c} defines a coordinate cross-section to the orbits, and g = γ(ξ) is the unique group element that maps ξ to the cross-section. Finally, we get a complete set J of s − r functionally independent invariants by substituting g = γ(ξ) into the remaining transformation rules, J(ξ) := φ b γ(ξ) (ξ). The invariance property means J φ g (ξ) = J(ξ) for all g, ξ. This can be proved noticing φ a γ(φg(ξ)) (φ g (ξ)) = c implies the equality γ(φ g (ξ))g = γ(ξ) because of the group transformation law. Moreover any other local invariant J ′ , i.e, any real-valued function J ′ which verifies J ′ (φ g (ξ)) = J ′ (ξ) for all g, ξ can be written as a function of the complete set of invariants: J ′ = H(J).
Invariant vector fields and invariant frame
The moving frame method allows us to build invariant frames, which play a role in the construction of invariant observers.
Definition 4. A vector field w on X is said to be G-invariant if the system
Definition 5. An invariant frame (w 1 , ..., w n ) on X is a set of n linearly point-wise independent G-invariant vector fields, i.e (w 1 (x), ..., w n (x)) is a basis of the tangent space to X at x.
We are now going to explain how to build an invariant frame. We follow [15] , theorem 2.84 and we apply the moving frame method with Σ := X and the normalization equation g = γ(x) given by ϕ a g (x) = c. The vector fields defined by
where (
) is the canonical frame of X , form the desired invariant frame. Indeed, they are clearly point-wise linearly independent. Each w i is invariant because for any group element b we have
and thus
• the group structure implies that, for any group elements c, d, we have
Thus, with c = γ(ϕ b (x)) and d = b, we have
Base and fiber coordinates
We introduce base and fiber coordinates which are useful local coordinates to express G-invariant systems of definition 2. We suppose from now on that G is the r-dimensional (r ≤ n) group acting on X × U (see (3) ) and for each x, the mapping g → ϕ g (x) is full rank. The moving frame method yields a set of fundamental local invariants z b ∈ R n−r of the group action on X alone.
Complete it with z a ∈ R r so that (z a , z b ) form coordinates of X . These coordinates are called fiber (z a ) and base (z b ) coordinates (see [16] ). For any g ∈ G the group transformation reads
. Let γ be the moving frame which maps z to the coordinate cross-section {z a = c}. The invariant dynamics (2) writes locally in the new coordinates:
since the system is invariant and Dϕ
. Example 4.1 illustrates the interest of such coordinates.
Characterization of invariant pre-observers
Definition 6 (pre-observer). The system
The definition does not deal with convergence; if moreoverx(t) → x(t) as t → +∞ for every (close) initial conditions, the pre-observer is an (asymptotic) observer.
The property also reads
. This means the pre-observer remains unchanged under the action of G on each of the three spaces X , U, and Y via (resp.) ϕ g , ψ g and ̺ g . Obviously we call invariant observer an asymptotic G-invariant pre-observer.
In general the "usual" output errorŷ − y = h(x, u) − y does not preserve the system geometry, hence it will not yield an invariant pre-observer. The key idea in order to build an invariant (pre-) observer is to use, as noticed in [2] , an invariant output error instead of the usual output error.
The first and second properties mean E is an "output error", i.e. it is zero if and only if h(x, u) = y; the third property, which also reads E(X, U, Y ) = E(x, u, y), expresses invariance. , u) with a G-compatible output y = h(x, u). Let r ≤ n be the dimension of the group G. Assume for each x, the mapping g → ϕ g (x) is full rank. Then
where E is an invariant output error, the L i 's are smooth functions such that for allx, L i I(x), 0 = 0, and (w 1 , ..., w n ) is an invariant frame.
Since each L i is smooth and satisfies L i (I, 0) = 0, we can write
. . .
The observer can thus be written as
where W (x) = w 1 (x), .., w n (x) andL is a n×p matrix whose entries depend on (I, E). The observer can be thought of as a gain-scheduled observer with a n × p gain matrix W ·L multiplied by the nonlinear error E. Notice the theorem says nothing about convergence but only deals with the structure of the pre-observer.
To prove theorem 1 we first prove the following theorem which ensures the existence of a (local) invariant output error. The proof is constructive and relies on the Cartan moving frame method (see section 2.2.1).
Theorem 2. Under the assumptions of theorem 1
• there is an invariant output error (x, u, y) → E(x, u, y)
• there is a full-rank invariant function (x, u) → I(x, u) ∈ R n+m−r (a complete set of n+m-r independent scalar invariants)
• every other invariant output error reads
where L is any smooth function such that L(I, 0) = 0 and E → L(I, E) is invertible.
Proof. We apply the moving frame method (section 2.2.1) to the following case: Σ = X × U × Y, and φ g is the composite transformation
Since the action of G on X is full rank we can splitx → ϕ g (x) into ϕ a g (x) ∈ R r , which is invertible with respect to g, and the remaining part ϕ
can then be solved and give g = γ(x), which can be substituted into the remaining equations to yield the complete set of n + m + p − r functionally independent invariants
An invariant output error is then given by
Actually, since it is an invariant function ofx, u and y, every invariant output errorẼ must have the form
We used the fact that J h x, h(x, u) , which is by construction invariant, must be a function of I(x, u) (fundamental invariants ofx and u).
We are now able to prove theorem 1.
Proof. of theorem 1:
The vector field F in the theorem clearly is a preobserver. Indeed,
By construction, it is invariant.
Conversely, assume
is a G-invariant observer. It can be decomposed on the point-wise independent w i 's as
where the F i 's are smooth functions. Since it is a pre-observer,
Since it is a G-invariant pre-observer
The functions F i (x, u, y) − F i x, u, h(x, u) are clearly invariant; hence by theorem 2,
Under assumptions of theorem 1, we know how to build invariant preobservers. First we must build an invariant error, and a complete set of invariants. This can be done by solving the normalization equations (7). Then we must build an invariant frame. This can be done thanks to formula (4) .
We supposed the output to be compatible. This assumption is motivated by the following result of [7] : if the pre-observer
and if the rank of F versus y is equal to dim(y), then, the output map y is G-compatible in the sense of definition 3.
Local convergence around an equilibrium
In this paragraph we will show it is always possible to turn an asymptotic observer with a local gain design into an invariant one with the same local behavior (see the chemical reactor of section 4.1). Indeed consider an equilibrium (x,ū,ȳ) characterized by f (x,ū) = 0 andȳ = h(x,ū). Assume that the linear tangent around this equilibrium is observable. This means that the pair (A, C) is observable where
Consider the following locally asymptotic observer
where we have chosen the observer gain matrix L such that A + LC is a stable matrix. In general, such an observer is not invariant. Under the assumptions of theorem 1, one can build an invariant observer with the same linear-tangent approximation, i.e., a locally asymptotic observer of the form (6)
Let us suggest a possible choice forL in order to satisfy the above conditions on at the equilibrium. Since E(x, u,ŷ) ≡ 0, by differentiation versusx, u and y, we have at the equilibrium
The choice proposed forL is such that the above conditions (12) are fulfilled.
We made an invariant observer with same local behavior as (11).
Invariant state-error and convergence issue
We have no general constructive procedure to design the gain functions L i 's of theorem 1 in order to achieve systematic asymptotic convergence ofx towards x for any non-linear system possessing symmetries. Nevertheless the way the state estimation error is defined plays a key role (see section 3) in convergence analysis. Under assumptions of theorem 2, instead of the linear state-errorx − x, we will rather consider the following invariant state-error
where γ is defined by (7) . Notice it is equivalent to choosex to make the normalization and consider
More generally and under assumptions of theorem 2 we see that any invariant state-error is of the form
where I(x, u) form a complete set of scalar invariant for the action of G on X × U. Indeed ϕ γ(x) (x) is invariant and thus can be expressed as a function of I, and I(x, u), ϕ γ(x) (x) is a complete set of 2n + m − r invariants of x,x and u. A remarkable result is that the error equation only depends on the trajectory via the invariants I:
Under the assumptions of theorem 1, the dynamics of the invariant state-error η(x, x) = ϕ γ(x) (x) − ϕ γ(x) (x) depends only on η and scalar invariant depending on x and u:
for some smooth function Υ and where I(x, u) is defined in theorem 2
Proof. The error η is an invariant: for all g ∈ G and t we have η(
η is a function of (x, x, u) denoted by σ(x, x, u): we have σ(x, x, u) =
η is an invariant function of (η, x, u) where η is invariant itself. But a fundamental set of scalar invariants depending on x and u is made of the components of
Such invariant coordinates η are not unique. Other invariant frame can be used to analyze the convergence ofx towards x. All examples illustrate the interest of such special coordinates to analyze convergence.
Local convergence around permanent trajectories
The aim of this paragraph is to extend local convergence results around an equilibrium point of section 2.4 to a certain class of trajectories called permanent trajectories. Suppose the trajectory (x(t), u(t)) of the system (1) is such that I(x(t), u(t)) =Ī is constant and independent of t. Then according to lemma 1 the invariant estimation error η(x(t), x(t)) verifies an autonomous equation:
If gains L i are such that the matrix ∂Υ ∂η (0,Ī) is stable, the convergence of the G-invariant observer of theorem 1 is local around any trajectory t → (x(t), u(t)) such that I(x(t), u(t)) =Ī. This property is a strong motivation for the following definition:
Let us give a local characterization of these trajectories. The dynamics written with the base and fiber local coordinates (z a , z b ) of section 2.2.3 reads
Thus any permanent trajectory locally writes as an equilibrium on the base with a particular trajectory on the fiber which is not an equilibrium in general.
The trajectory on the fiber will be given a geometrical sense in section 3.2.
The linear approximation of the dynamics (in the sense of invariant error) around a permanent trajectory is independent of t, which reminds of the linear stationary case. Indeed we have
for some smooth function Υ such that Υ(0, 0,Ī) = 0 andĪ = I(x r (t), u r (t)).
Proof. The proof is analogous of the proof of lemma 1.
d dt η x is an invariant function of (x, x r , u, u r ). Thus is is an invariant function of (η x , x r , η u , u r ). But a fundamental set of scalar invariants depending on x r and u r is made of the components of I(x r , u r ).
Consider an invariant observer of theorem 1. If (x r (t), u r (t)) is a permanent trajectory, according to lemma 2 the linear approximation of the state-error equation η x (x, x r ) is independent of the time t. Thus achieving convergence around a permanent trajectory boils down to achieve convergence around an equilibrium. Moreover if an invariant observer converges around a particular permanent trajectory (x r (t), u r (t)) it converges around any permanent trajectory (ϕ g (x r (t)), ψ g (u r (t))) for all g since the time derivative of the invariant error reads the same.
Permanent trajectories do not necessarily coincide with steady-states: for instance in the car example of section 4.2, permanent trajectory are associated to lines and circle described with constant speed (constant velocity and steering angle).
Invariant observers on Lie groups
When the group G, acting freely on the state space X , has the same dimension as X (r = n), then there is only one orbit. Thus one can identify (up to some discrete group) G and X , and the action of G on X = G can be seen as left multiplication L g 1 :
In this case the system lives on a Lie group G and is invariant by left multiplication. Then all the computations of section 2 as well as the structure of the invariant observer become much simpler.
Invariant observer and error equation
Take an invariant dynamics for x ∈ G in the sense of definition 2:
Still under the assumptions of theorem 1, the construction of invariant errors and frames are much simpler.
Invariant errors
To build invariant errors we apply the method developed in the proof of theorem 2. Normalization corresponding to (7) is then performed via the natural equation gx = e. Thus γ(x, u) = x −1 . The invariant output-error E of theorem 2 is now
and a complete set of invariants I(x, u) is
Invariant frame The construction method of section 2.2 amounts to the following method. Take n linearly independent vectors (W 1 , . . . , W n ) in T M e = G, the Lie algebra of the group G. The values of the vector fields on T M x are given by the invariance relation
Invariant pre-observer Theorem 2 implies that any invariant pre-observer reads
where the L i are any smooth functions of their arguments.
Invariant state-error dynamics The invariant state-error as defined in section 2.5 writes η = x −1x − e. It is well defined if the state space X is an open subset of R n as in section 2. Here the state-space X is a Lie group G, thus we will rather consider the equivalent invariant state-error η = x −1x ∈ G. Notice that a small error corresponds to η close to e. The time derivative of η can be computed explicitly. We recall R g denotes the right multiplication map on G. Since we have
As already seen in lemma 1, the invariant error η obeys a differential equation that is coupled to the system trajectory t → (x(t), u(t)) only via the invariant term I(x, u) = ψ x −1 (u). Remark that when ψ g (u) ≡ u (as for the car example in section 4.2) the invariant error dynamics is independent of the state trajectory x(t).
Invariant first order approximation For η close to e, one can set in (17) η = exp(ǫξ) where ξ is an element of the Lie algebra G and ǫ ∈ R small. Up to order 2 terms in ǫ, we have the following linearized invariant state error equation
where [,] denotes the Lie bracket of G . The gains
(u, 0) can be tuned via linear techniques to achieve local convergence.
Convergence around permanent trajectories
The aim of this paragraph is to apply the results of section 2.6 to the case X = G, and to show it is possible in this case to make a convergent invariant observer around any permanent trajectory. Any trajectory of the system verifies d dt
thanks to the invariance of the dynamics. Let (x(t), u(t)) be a trajectory. It is permanent (see definition 9) if ψ x −1 (t) (u(t)) =ū is independent of t. The permanent trajectory x(t) is then given by x(0) exp(tw) wherew is the left invariant vector field associated to f (e,ū). Thus x(t) corresponds, up to a left translation defined by the initial condition, to a one parameter sub-group. According to lemma 2 the invariant error obeys an autonomous non linear system. Let us make an observer around an arbitrary permanent trajectory: denote by (x r (t), u r (t)) a permanent trajectory associated toū = ψx−1 r (t) u r (t). Let us suppose we made an invariant observer following (16) . Then the error equation (17) writes
The first order approximation (18) is now a time invariant system:
Let us write ξ and f (e, u) in the frame defined by the W i 's: ξ = n k=1 ξ k W k and f (e,ū) = n k=1f k W k . Denote by C k ij the structure constants associated with the Lie algebra of G:
where (x 1 , . . . , x n ) are the local coordinates around e defined by the exponential map:
If we assume that the pair (A, C) is observable we can choose the poles of A +LC to get an invariant and locally convergent observer around any permanent trajectory associated toū. It suffices to take:
where E(x, u(t), y(t)) is the p × 1 vector corresponding to the component of the output invariant error: h(e, ψx−1(u(t))) − ̺x−1(y(t)) and W (x) = [W 1 (x), .., W n (x)].
Examples

A chemical reactor
This example illustrates the various definitions of section 2 and the construction of invariant pre-observers. As an interesting by-product, we show that invariant pre-observers always produce positive estimated concentrations. In theorem 3, we propose a gain design that ensures global asymptotic stability. The use of base and fiber coordinates and the notion of invariant error play a crucial role in the convergence analysis. We consider the classical exothermic reactor of [4] . With slightly different notations, the dynamics reads
where (E A , R, k, c) are positive and known constant parameters, D(t), T in (t) and v(t) are known time functions and D(t) ≥ 0. The available online measure is T , the temperature inside the reactor. The parameter X in > 0, the inlet composition, is unknown. The reactor composition X is not measured.
These two differential equations correspond to material and energy balances. Their structure is independent of the units: the equations write the same wether the concentrations are written in mol/l or in kg/l for instance. Let us formalize such independence in terms of invariance. We just consider a change of material unit corresponding to the following scaling X → gX and X in → gX in with g > 0. The group G is the multiplicative group R * + . Take x = (X in , X, T ) as state and u = (c, D(t), T in (t), v(t)) as known input. The action on X ×U is defined for each g > 0 via the (linear) transformations
The dynamics (23) is invariant in the sense of definition 2. Since y = T is unchanged by G (̺ g (y) ≡ y here), it is a G-compatible output in the sense of definition 3.
Invariant output error and complete set of invariants Let us apply theorem 1 to get the general form of invariant pre-observers. For the normalization, we choose the first component of ϕ g and take as normalizing equation (7): gX in = 1, i.e. γ(x) = 1/X in . Then the invariant output error is E(x, u, y) =T − y and the complete set of invariant I is formed by ψ 1/X in (u) and the remaining components of ϕ 1/X in (x):
Invariant frame An invariant frame is obtained via (4):
where w 2 has been multiplied by the scalar invariant X/X in .
Invariant pre-observer According to theorem 1, invariant pre-observers have the following structure Convergence around an equilibrium Assume that around a steadystate (X in ,X,T ) of (23), we designed the three constant gains L 1 , L 2 , and
is locally convergent around (X in ,X,T ). Then following the procedure of subsection 2.4, we get the invariant observer
that exhibits identical performances around the steady-state. Moreover it provides automatically positive estimations for X and X in , and the performances are independent of the choice of units.
Invariant error and global convergence of the observer As the dimension of G is strictly smaller than the dimension of X it is interesting to write the dynamics with the base and fiber coordinates of section 2.2.3 which are globally defined on the physical domain {(X in , X, T ) ∈ R 3 | X in > 0, X > 0}. Consider the following change of variable:
Indeed X corresponds to fiber coordinate and X/X in , T to base coordinates. We took the log of these quantities so that the computation of time derivatives is easier. The dynamics (23) now writes:
and the invariant observer (24) writes:
Consider the following gain design (β > 0 and κ > 0 are two arbitrary parameters)
We will prove that the choice of such non-linear gains ensure global asymptotic stability when there exists M and α > 0 such that for all t ≥ 0,
The design, although specific to the example relies on the notion of invariant state error (see subsection 2.5). Indeed we can now take as normalizing equation (7): gX = 1, i.e. γ(x) = 1/X. It corresponds in the new variables to the invariant state-error η = (Z,ξ,T ) whereZ
The dynamics of the invariant state error is the following:
D(t), X(t), T (t) ≥ η, (ξ(t),ξ(t),Z(t),T (t)
) remain bounded for all t ≥ 0. Thus we have lim t →+∞ (ξ(t) − ξ(t)) = 0, which means the dynamics on the base coordinate ξ is stable. It is thus enough to analyze the convergence to 0 of the following reduced system in (Z,T ): Guided by invariance considerations, we obtained the 
is globally converging.
The non-holonomic car
Consider a non-holonomic car whose dynamics is the following:
where u is the velocity and v is a function of the steering angle. We suppose the output is the measurement of the position h(x, y, θ) = (x, y).
The dynamics is independent of the origin and of the orientation of the frame chosen, i.e., it is invariant under the action of SE(2), the group of rotations and translations. Moreover the state space X = R 2 × S 1 coincides with the group G = SE(2) and the dynamics is invariant by left multiplication (see section 3). For any (x 0 , y 0 , θ 0 ) ∈ G the map ϕ (x 0 ,y 0 ,θ 0 ) corresponds to the action on G on itself by left multiplication:
The dynamics is indeed invariant in the sense of definition 2. Take (x 0 , y 0 , θ 0 ) ∈ G and (x, y, θ) ∈ G and (u, v) ∈ U = R 2 . Set ϕ (x 0 ,y 0 ,θ 0 ) (x, y, θ) = (X, Y, Θ) and ψ (x 0 ,y 0 ,θ 0 ) (u, v) = (U, V ). The dynamics in the new variables reads the same:
The output function is compatible in the sense of definition 3: for any
Invariant output error The normalization equations (7) write with c = 0:
A complete set of invariants is given by (see 8):
 . An invariant output error writes (see (10)):
Invariant frame An invariant frame (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 ) is given by the image of the canonical basis of R 2 × S 1 (the Lie algebra of G = SE (2)) by DL (x,y,θ) , i.e, the columns of the matrix and one can notice it corresponds to the Frenet frame.
Invariant pre-observer Any invariant pre-observer reads (see (6))
whereL is a smooth 3 × 2 gain matrix whose entries depend on the invariant error E but also on the invariants I(x,ŷ,θ, u, v).
Error equation The variable we choose to make the normalization is (x,ŷ,θ) T . The invariant state-error thus reads (see (2.5)):
and let us denote by η = (η x , η y , η θ ) T its coordinates in R 2 × S 1 . Notice the first two coordinates of the state error coincide with the invariant output error: (η x , η y ) = (E x , E y ). Direct computations based on
yield the following autonomous error equation:
Indeed the invariant error equation is independent of the trajectory and only depends on the relative quantities η x , η y and η θ as predicted by lemma 1 since here the invariants are u, v.
Convergence of the error system We can here tune the gains so that the error system is almost globally asymptotically convergent. The error equation writes:
where, a, b, c are positive scalar constants, the error equation writes
Let us suppose the car has a minimum speed (|u| ≥ α > 0). Divide everything by |u|, which consists in a regular change of time scale t: ds = |u|dt, we have (ǫ 1 = ±1 is the sign of u)
with the following triangular structure:
The first equation is the dynamics of the damped non linear pendulum with the almost globally stable equilibrium η θ = 0. The second equation is just a first order stable linear system with ǫ 1 (1 − cos η θ ) as source term. Thanks to the notion of invariant state errors defined in (27) we proved It is easy to design a Luenberger observer around the horizontal line for instance: v = 0, θ = 0. We take
and we find it is the approximation of (4) around this particular trajectory.
Velocity-aided inertial navigation
In low-cost navigation systems, the relatively inaccurate gyroscopes and accelerometers are "aided" by velocity measurements (given by an air-data system or a Doppler radar) and magnetic sensors. The various measurements are then "merged" according to the (flat-Earth) motion equations of the aircraft, usually by a gain-scheduled observer or an extended Kalman filter. The convergence analysis, hence the tuning, of such an observer is far from easy. Using our theory, we derive in this section a simple invariant observer, which yields an error equation independent of the trajectory of the aircraft. The tuning of the gains to achieve local convergence around any trajectories is thus straightforward. Simulations illustrate the good behavior of the observer even in the presence of noise and sensor biases. They moreover indicate the domain of convergence of the observer with respect to the initial condition should be very large (though we have yet not investigated the global behavior).
The derivation of the observer and its implementation is strongly simplified when the body orientation is described by a quaternion of length 1 (rather than by Euler angles or a rotation matrix).
Quaternions
As in [8] , we use the quaternion parameterization of SO(3) to derive filters for state estimation. The quaternions form a non commutative group. Any quaternion q can be written q = q 0 +q 1 e 1 +q 2 e 2 +q 3 e 3 with (q 0 , q 1 , q 2 , q 3 ) ∈ R 4 , the non commutative multiplication * is defined by e 1 * e 1 = −1, e 1 * e 2 = −e 2 * e 1 = e 3 with circular permutations and the norm of q is (q 0 ) 2 + (q 1 ) 2 + (q 2 ) 2 + (q 3 ) 2 . Any vector p ∈ R 3 can be identified with the quaternion p 1 e 1 + p 2 e 2 + p 3 e 3 . We will make this identification systematically. Then one can associate to any quaternion whose norm is 1 a rotation matrix R q ∈ SO(3) thanks to the following relation: q −1 * p * q = R q p for all p. Conversely, to any rotation R q of SO(3) are attached two quaternions ±q of length 1. Thus although the state space in the example is SO(3) × R 3 , we will write the elements of SO(3) as quaternions whose norm is 1 (denoted by H 1 ) and the vectors of R 3 as quaternions whose first coordinate is equal to 0. Numerically, quaternions are easier to manipulate and compute than 3×3 matrix in SO(3). The wedge product v × ω of vectors of R 3 corresponds for the associated quaternions to the commutator (v * ω − ω * v)/2.
Motion equations
The motion of a flying rigid body (assuming the Earth is flat and defines an inertial frame) is described by
where (ω, a) are inputs and
• q is the quaternion of norm 1 representing the orientation of the bodyfixed frame with respect to the earth-fixed frame. Notice the norm of q is left unchanged by the first equation because ω is a vector of R 3 (i.e. a quaternion whose first coordinate is 0).
• ω = ω 1 e 1 + ω 2 e 2 + ω 3 e 3 is the instantaneous angular velocity vector in the body-fixed frame.
• v = v 1 e 1 + v 2 e 2 + v 3 e 3 is the velocity vector of the center of mass expressed in the body-fixed frame
grav e 3 is the gravity vector expressed in the earth-fixed frame and it is assumed to be constant over the flying area.
• a = a 1 e 1 + a 2 e 2 + a 3 e 3 is the specific acceleration vector, i.e, the acceleration measured by acceleros, and represents here the aerodynamics forces divided by the body mass
• B = B 1 e 1 + B 2 e 2 + B 3 e 3 is the earth's magnetic field expressed in the earth-fixed frame and it is assumed to be constant over the flying area.
The first equation describes the kinematics of the body, the second is Newton's force law. The measurements are ω(t), a(t), v(t) and q −1 (t) * B * q(t) (respectively measured by gyroscopes, accelerometers, air data system or Doppler radar and magnetic sensors). Their coordinates are known in the body-fixed frame. The goal is to estimate q and v. The observer will provide a filter and an estimation for q since it is not measured, and a filter for v.
Invariance of the motion equations
From physical consideration, the symmetries are associated to the group SE(3) which consists of rotations and translations in dimension 3. We identify (up to the multiplication group {−1, +1}) SE(3) and the state space X = H 1 × R 3 , where H 1 denotes the sub-group of quaternions with norm 1, (H 1 is isomorphic to SU(2)). For any (q 0 , v 0 ) ∈ G, the map ϕ (q 0 ,v 0 ) corresponds to the action of G on itself via left multiplication:
Let us verify that the dynamics is invariant in the sense of definition 2. Take (q 0 , v 0 ) ∈ G and (q, v) ∈ G and (a, ω) ∈ U. Set
We have on the one hand
thus the dynamics in the new variables reads the same
so the dynamics is invariant in the sense of definition 2. The output function
is G-compatible in the sense of definition 3 with
An invariant pre-observer
Invariant output error, complete set of invariants and invariant frame. The normalization equations (7) write
(where 1 is the unit quaternion: 1 + 0e 1 + 0e 2 + 0e 3 ), hence
A complete set of invariants is given by
Let (q 0 , v 0 ) be γ(q,v). An invariant output error is given by:
In order to make an invariant vector field we must take a basis of the tangent space to the identity element. The tangent space to the space of quaternions whose norm is 1 is the set of all quaternions whose first coordinate is equal to 0. It is a 3-dimensional space. Let e 1 , e 2 , e 3 be the canonical basis of that space, which can be identified with the canonical basis of R 3 . Then an invariant frame is given by the set of 6 vector fields whose values in (q, v) are the following:
Invariant pre-observer The general invariant pre-observer reads 
Proceeding in the same way with the other correction term
* e i * q, the general invariant pre-observer finally reads
, are 3 × 3 gain matrices whose entries depend on the invariant errors E v and E b and also on the invariant I(q,v, a, ω).
As a by-product of the geometric structure of the observer, we automatically have the desirable property that the the norm ofq is left unchanged by (31), because ω andL
quaternions with a zero first coordinate).
Error equation The invariant state-error as defined in section 3 reads η = (η q , η v ) where
Notice η is an error in the sense of group multiplication. Thus a small error corresponds to (η q , η v ) close to the group unit element (1, 0). Its time derivative verifies (analogue of (17)):
q . Thus the error system is autonomous:
It does not depend on the trajectory, neither on ω(t) nor a(t). In the general case (see lemma 1 or (17) for Lie groups) the error only depends on the trajectory via the invariants I. Moreover, in this particular case the group action and the dynamics are such that the two first members of (17) vanish.
Convergence of the linearized error system Let us supposeq andv are close to respectively q and v. First order approximations write δE v = δη v and δE b = −δη q * B + B * δη q = 2B × δη q . Thus the linearized error equation writes:
Let us choosē
In (Earth-fixed) coordinates,
the error system decomposes in four decoupled subsystems:
• the longitudinal subsystem
• the lateral subsystem
• the heading subsystem
The matrices were chosen so that the error system decomposes in the four subsystems mentioned. We can freely assign the eigenvalues of each of the subsystems. Guided by invariance considerations we obtained the following non trivial result:
Theorem 5. Consider the dynamics (30). The non-linear observer
and with the constant gain matricesL Simulations below indicate that the convergence is far from being only local. We suspect much stronger stability. We conjecture that such nonlinear invariant observer is almost globally convergent. It can not be globally convergent because of the following "spin" effect: if (η q = 1, η v = 0) is a locally asymptotically stable steady state for the invariant error equation (33), (η q = −1, η v = 0) is also a locally asymptotically stable steady-state. From a physical point of view this is not important sinceq and −q correspond to the same rotation Rq in SO(3).
Permanent trajectories
Since here ψ x −1 (u) = q * ω * q −1 q * (a + v × ω) * q −1 , a trajectory of (30) is permanent if q * ω * q −1 and q * (a + v × ω) * q −1 are independent of t. Some computations show that any permanent trajectory reads:
where Ω, Υ and Γ are constant vectors of R 3 , λ is a constant scalar and q 0 is a unit-norm quaternion. Theses constants can be arbitrarily chosen. Hence, the general permanent trajectory corresponds, up to a Galilean transformation, to an helicoidal motion uniformly accelerated along the rotation axis when λ = 0; when λ tends to infinity and Ω to 0, we recover as a degenerate case a uniformly accelerated line. When λ = 0 and Γ = 0 we recover a coordinated turn.
Simulations
To get realistic values of ω, v, a and q −1 * B * q all expressed in the body frame, we generated a trajectory of a simplified VTOL-like aircraft. The flight is modeled the following way: initially q is the unit quaternion. Let k denote the downwards vertical axis of the body frame (quaternion e 3 ). Let P denote the position of the center of mass of the body. We suppose the motion such that k is always collinear toP − A grav . We suppose q corresponds to the rotation which maps A grav to k and whose rotation axis is colinear to A grav × k. Thus with this model the knowledge of the trajectory P (t) is sufficient to calculate q(t), v(t), ω(t), a(t) and q −1 (t) * B * q(t). We suppose initially that P (0) = d dt P (0) =P (0) = 0. P (t) follows a circle whose radius is 5 meters, parameterized by the angle θ(t). The function t → P (t) is C 3 with
is chosen such that t 1 = 2 s.
• For t 1 ≤ t ≤ t 2 we have π/2 ≤ θ ≤ 3π/2 andθ(t) = 0 with t 2 = 4.15 s.
• For t 2 ≤ t ≤ t 3 we have 3π/2 ≤ θ ≤ 2π andθ(t) = −c(1 − cos(2π(t − t 2 )/t 1 ) with t 3 = 6.15 s.
The drone eventually stops after having described a circle. The maximum horizontal acceleration is approximately 10 ms −2 . Such inverse kinematic model provides realistic values for a(t), ω(t), v(t) and q −1 (t) * B * q(t) corresponding to this trajectory. We take B = [
]. For the two simulations illustrated by figures (1,2,3 ) and by figures (4, 5, 6) , the initial conditions are identical:
That means the initial rotation differs from the true one up to a 2π/3 angle. 1 σ 4 , where the σ i are independent normally distributed random 3-dimensional vectors with mean 0 and variance 1, and a(t), ω(t), v(t), q −1 * B * q(t) are the perfect and smooth signals calculated from the VTOL-type drone dynamics displayed on figure 1. These simulations show that the asymptotic observer (38) admits a large attraction region and is quite robust to measurement noise and bias. 
Conclusion
We have proposed a systematic method to design pre-observers preserving the symmetries of the original system under basic regularity condition relative to the action of symmetries-group on the state-space. We do not have up to now similar systematic procedures to tackle convergence and singularity of the group action on the state-space. Nevertheless, the chemical reactor, the non holonomic car and the velocity-aided inertial navigation system illustrate that invariant output-errors and state-errors can be a useful guide for the design of convergent asymptotic nonlinear observers. The theory developed here can certainly be applied or adapted to many other systems. In particular we guess that such symmetry preserving design can be a very useful methodological guide for data fusion of on-board sensors of very different kinds such as gyrometers and accelerometers with CCD cameras where projective invariance will also play a crucial role.
